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Abstract— Both interference alignment (IA) and interference neutralization (IN) are exploited for coordinated multipoint (CoMP) communications. With the cooperation of the base
station (BS), a transmit precoder and a receive filter are jointly
designed, and concurrent transmissions of multiple data streams
are then enabled. In the design of a precoder, the IN is applied
to the interferences carrying the same data so as to align the
interfering signals in the opposite direction in a subspace. On the
other hand, for interferences carrying different information, IA is
employed to align them in the same direction in a subspace, thus
reducing the interference signal observed at the receiver side.
Based on different precoding schemes at the transmitter’s side,
receivers adopt zero forcing (ZF) so as to recover the desired data.
The proposed IA- and IN-based CoMP (IAN-CoMP) mechanism
can achieve effective interference cancellation and suppression by
exploiting limited and flexible collaboration at the BS side. It can
also make a flexible tradeoff between the cooperation overhead
and the system’s achievable degrees of freedom (DoFs). We extend
the mechanism to general cases where the antenna configurations
at both the transmitter and receiver sides, the number of
transmitters participating in CoMP, and that of simultaneously
served users are variable. Moreover, we discuss both singlelocation and multi-location-based realizations of the IAN-CoMP.
Finally, by defining the average transmit and receive cooperation
order, we analyze the upper bound for IAN-CoMP. Our in-depth
simulation shows that the IAN-CoMP can significantly improve
the spectral efficiency (SE) for cell-edge users.
Index Terms— Interference neutralization, interference alignment, coordinated multi-point (CoMP).
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I. I NTRODUCTION

I

MPROVING spectral efficiency (SE) to meet the rapidly
growing demand for high-speed data transmission is
of great importance to wireless communication service
providers [1]. In particular, as the frequency reuse efficiency
improves, cell-edge users suffer more co-channel interference (CCI) from adjacent cells, which degrades the overall system performance. Interference has become the main
impediment in cellular communications [2]. It is, therefore,
critically important to effectively manage interference so
as to solve the interference problem for cell-edge users
and improve the system throughput [3]. Coordinated multipoint (CoMP) transmission—designed to solve the problem
by enforcing the cooperation of multiple cells—is a promising
technique and has been chosen as a key technology in the 3rd
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) long-term evolutionadvanced (LTE-A) systems [2], [4]. CoMP was proposed to
enable multiple BSs to jointly transmit data to multiple terminals, effectively exploiting interference to achieve large gains
in SE and fairness. In particular, cooperation of multiple BSs
(i.e., CoMP) is attractive since it improves the cell-edge data
rate and average data rate, and is suitable to enhance SE (and
hence capacity) for much more dense network deployments
in urban areas and capacity hotspots [2]. Reference [2] provides a comprehensive overview of various CoMP techniques
and [3] covers an information-theoretic approach to managing
interference in future-generation wireless networks, focusing
on cooperative schemes of CoMP.
Besides CoMP, there are other types of interference management, such as zero-forcing (ZF) [5]–[7] and interference
alignment (IA) [8]–[12]. Using these, a set of BSs jointly
encode the transmitted symbols, so that interference at the
receiver may be effectively suppressed or mitigated, and then
the desired signal is recovered accurately. Thanks to its simplicity, ZF-based precoding has been widely applied to CoMP
systems [5]–[7]. A hybrid cooperative downlink transmission
and preprocessing scheme that incorporates joint processing (JP) and coordinated scheduling/beamforming (CS/CB),
was proposed in [5] for heterogeneous networks. A lowfeedback scheduling scheme was proposed in [6] for downlink
CoMP systems, in which multiple users are selected and
then served simultaneously with zero-forcing beamformer by
several cooperative BSs. A dynamic switching mechanism
between CoMP mode and non-CoMP mode was proposed
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in [7] to adapt to a dynamically changing communication
environment.
IA is a novel interference management that has been under
development in recent years [8]–[12]. By preprocessing at
the transmitter, multiple interfering signals are mapped into
a finite subspace, i.e., the overall interference space at the
destination/receiver is minimized, so that the desired signal(s)
may be sent through a subspace without attenuation. The
authors of [8] showed that the feasibility of IA is highly
dependent on system parameters, such as the numbers of
transmitters and receivers, configuration of transmit/receive
antennas, etc. IA-based beamforming was proposed in [9] to
improve the downlink performance of multiple cell-edge users
in multi-user MIMO (Multiple-input multiple-output) systems.
A CoMP mechanism incorporated with IA was proposed
in [10] for multi-cell multi-user downlink systems based on
partial information exchange where both IA and successive
decoding are employed. Although this method can improve
system throughput, it requires the user-side cooperation which
is impractical due to the limited capability of, and the overhead
at mobile terminals, non-interoperability between different
operators, etc. The authors of [11] proved that the DoFs
with CoMP transmission using a two-stage scheme involving
both zero forcing and IA can be significantly greater than
without CoMP transmission. In [12], by leveraging the locality
of interference a distributed interference alignment and cancellation scheme were proposed to overcome the limitations
of either requiring data and channel state information (CSI)
sharing for all links or having limited capability of interference
suppression in the existing CoMP system.
For wireless networks, interference can be not only
aligned but also canceled or partially canceled through multiple paths, which is referred to as interference neutralization (IN) [13]–[18]. IN seeks to properly combine signals
arriving from various paths in such a way that the interfering signals are canceled while the desired signals are
preserved [13]. It can be regarded as a distributed zero forcing
of interference [14], i.e., transmissions from separate sources
cancel each other at a destination without either source actually
forming a null to the destination. Note that in practical communications, the interfering transmitters may have their own
transmission demands, i.e., the data from multiple transmitters
are always different. So, how to incorporate data transmission
with interference elimination is a critical issue in the IN-based
mechanism design. The authors of [13] constructed a linear
distributed IN scheme that encodes in both space and time
for separated multiuser uplink-downlink two-way communications. In [14], an aligned IN was proposed in a multi-hop
interference network formed by concatenation of two two-user
interference channels. The mechanism provides a way to align
interference terms over each hop in a manner that allows them
to be canceled over the air at the last hop. In [15], the use of
IN in a general multi-hop network was studied and a set of
feasibility constraints for a subset of links to be active simultaneously was developed. The authors of [16] investigated
the feasibility of IN in partially connected relay-aided MIMO
interference broadcast channel and discussed the necessary and
sufficient condition for IN feasibility using linear transceiver

and the achievable DoFs region. In [17], [18], instantaneous
relay (relay-without-delay) was introduced to achieve a higher
capacity than conventional relays. With those schemes, relays
receive desired and interference signals from source nodes
and reconstruct them before forwarding to the destinations
so as to achieve partial interference elimination (i.e., IN) at
the destinations and preserve the desired signal. Although
the studies based on instantaneous relay can provide some
useful theoretical results, this type of relay is too idealistic.
In addition, most of the existing work [13]–[18] investigated
IN in multi-hop interference relay channels. By exploiting
the broadcast feature of wireless communications, relay nodes
receive both desired and interference signals, then apply proper
signal reconstruction to implement IN at the destination. However, dedicated relay nodes are needed, which may increase
the system cost and complexity. Moreover, in some practical
cases, relays may not be necessary.
From the above discussion, one can see that IA and
IN have different features and application requirements, to
be specific, IA is an interfering-transmitter-based method
consuming DoF(s) at the victim receiver whereas IN is a
non-interfering-transmitter-based strategy which costs transmit
power for generating the neutralizing signal [19]. To the
best of our knowledge, most existing works either study
IA [10]–[12] individually in CoMP transmission or investigate
IN [13]–[18] in relay networks. Although the authors in [20]
studied the DoFs of the MIMO multipair two-way distributed
relay channel and established a general framework for the
DoF analysis by combining the ideas of IA and IN, the
application of IN therein still relies on the use of relay nodes.
That is, the results provided in the abovementioned works
cannot be applied to CoMP with various system settings.
Thus, comprehensive use of IA and IN in CoMP is of great
research significance. Motivated by the above observations,
we exploit the cooperative capability of eNBs (or eNodeBs) in
LTE system to propose a CoMP mechanism incorporating both
IA and IN (IAN-CoMP) [21]. With IAN-CoMP, data symbols
are properly assigned to collaborating eNBs, and precoding
and filtering algorithms are jointly designed, so that concurrent
transmissions of multiple data streams is achieved.
Moreover, the authors of [22] studied the DoF of the
K−user interference channel with CoMP transmission and
reception which is referred to as the CoMP channel. Their
system involves K transmitter-receiver pairs with each transmitter having a message wanted by the respective receiver.
By introducing two parameters capturing the level of cooperation at the transmitter and the receiver side, i.e., transmit
cooperation order Mt and receive cooperation order Mr , the
DoF of CoMP channel has been analyzed in depth, yielding
some useful results. Inspired by [22], we find that our CoMP
model is non-uniform whereas the one used in [22] is uniform.
We then perform a DoF analysis in the non-uniform case.
The contributions of this paper are three-fold:
• Based on the different features and requirements of IA
and IN, a CoMP transmission scheme employing interference alignment and neutralization is proposed so as
to exploit the advantages of IA in cooperation overhead
and IN in DoF cost, respectively. Both IA and IN are
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TABLE I
M AJOR PARAMETERS

Fig. 1.

System model.

adopted for appropriately adjusting interfering signals
carrying different and identical information, respectively,
so that effective interference cancellation and suppression, as well as multiple concurrent data transmissions
can be achieved.
• The proposed scheme is extended to general cases
where the numbers of antennas at both transmitter and
receiver, the numbers of eNBs participating in CoMP
and simultaneously served UEs are variable. Both singlelocation and multi-location-based implementations of
IAN-CoMP are discussed. Moreover, our scheme could
make a flexible tradeoff between cooperation overhead
and achievable DoFs.
• A DoF analysis in a non-uniform CoMP model is presented. By defining the average cooperation order at
the transmitter and receiver sides, respectively, the nonuniform model subsumes the uniform one as a special
case. Then, some results derived from the uniform CoMP
channel [22] are applied to the non-uniform case.
In this paper, the terminology DoF is defined as the number
of concurrent interference-free data streams the system can
support. Throughout this paper, we use the following notations.
The set of complex numbers is denoted by C, while vectors
and matrices are represented by bold lower-case and uppercase letters, respectively. Let XH , X−1 , X† , XT and det(X)
denote the Hermitian, inverse, Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse,
transpose, and determinant of matrix X.  ·  indicates the
Euclidean norm. E(·) denotes statistical expectation. a, b
represents the inner product of two vectors.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
Let’s consider a CoMP system [21] consisting of a cluster
of adjacent cells as shown in Fig. 1. Downlink transmission
is studied. We use M and L to denote the numbers of
eNBs and UEs, respectively. The number of antennas at each
base station, i.e., eNBi (i = 1, 2, . . . , M ) is NT . The eNBs
operate in a synchronized slot structure. In each time slot,
eNB allocates different resource block to its UEs, so that
CCI within a cell is avoided. UEs are randomly distributed
in the network. For clarity, only three UEs are clearly plotted
of which two are located in the overlapping area of two
cells whereas the other one lies in the central area of a cell.
The unclear UEs in Fig. 1 indicate those are not scheduled

in the current slot. The number of antennas at each UEj
(j = 1, 2, . . . , L) is NR . We assume that UE1 is affiliated
with eNB1 whereas eNB2 and eNB3 are the home BSs for UE2
and UE3 , respectively. For cell-edge users, they would suffer
CCI from adjacent eNBs. As for the central area UEs, they will
be directly served by their home eNBs without interference.
In this paper, we focus on the design of downlink cooperative
transmission aiming to improve edge users’ communication
performance. For clarity of exposition, we begin our design
in a specific case in which two eNBs and two UEs, each of
them is equipped with two antennas (NT = NR = 2), are
included. Then, in Section IV the proposed scheme is extended
to generalized situations.
No cooperation is available between UEs [2]. Let Hji ∈
CNR ×NT be the channel matrix from eNBi to UEj . A spatially
uncorrelated Rayleigh flat fading channel model is assumed
so that the elements of Hji are modeled as independent
and identically distributed zero-mean unit-variance complex
Gaussian random variables. All users experience block fading,
i.e., channel parameters in a block consisting of several
successive transmission cycles remain constant in the block
and vary randomly between blocks. The eNBs can acquire
CSI accurately via users’ feedback, and share users’ data
or/and CSI with other eNBs via X2 interface or a modified
MME (Mobility management entity). We assume the backhaul
dedicated to CSI, data information, and signaling delivery are
reliable, with which the latency could be reduced to low,
even negligible levels relative to the time scale on which the
channel state varies [23], [24]. The transmit power of each
eNB, denoted by PT , is equally distributed over the eNB’s
transmitted data streams.
The major parameters to be used in this paper are listed
in Table I.
III. IAN-BASED C O MP T RANSMISSION
In this section, we detail an IAN-based CoMP mechanism
under specific system settings where M = 2, L = 2,
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IAN-CoMP under 2-eNB and 2-UE system settings.

and NT = NR = 2, with which 3 data streams can be
simultaneously supported. We assume that UE1 is assigned to
(1)
(2)
2 streams, denoted by x1 and x1 , respectively, while UE2 is
(1)
served with a single data stream x2 . Due to the symmetrical
feature of the system model, if UE1 is served by one stream
and UE2 by two, the proposed scheme is directly applicable.
Although the method based on interference alignment and
cancellation (IAC) [25] can also achieve the same number of
concurrent data streams with an identical system configuration,
it requires receiver-side collaboration which is impractical to
downlink communications. Moreover, the proposed IAN-based
strategy only needs partial users’ data sharing between eNBs.
Specifically, eNB1 transfers an arbitrary data stream to be
(2)
sent to UE1 , say x1 to eNB2 , whereas for the data intended
(1)
for UE2 , i.e., x2 , it is shared between eNB2 and eNB1 , then
(1)
both eNBs transmit x2 to UE2 cooperatively. According to
the above description, each eNB precodes and transmits two
data streams to two UEs, as shown in Fig. 2. On one hand,
IN is used to adjust two interfering signals of the same data and
strength in opposite directions in a subspace such that they can
be neutralized at a target UE. On the other hand, IA is applied
to align interference signals carrying different information in
the same direction in a subspace to reduce the received signal
dimension. Based on the cooperative preprocessing at eNBs,
ZF is employed at each UE to cancel the residual interference
and recover the desired data.
A. IAN-Based Transmit Precoding Design
The mixed signal received at UE1 and UE2 can be
expressed, respectively, as Eqs. (1) and (2) below:
(1) (1)

(2) (2)

y1 = H11 p11 x1 + H12 p12 x1


(1)
(1)
(1)
+ H11 p21 + H12 p22 x2 + z1


(1)
(1)
(1)
y2 = H21 p21 + H22 p22 x2
(1) (1)

(2) (2)

+ H21 p11 x1 + H22 p12 x1 + z2

(1)

(2)

where Hji ∈ C2×2 (i, j = 1, 2). The transmit symbols to
(m)
(1)
UE1 and UE2 are denoted by x1
(m = 1, 2) and x2 ,
respectively. Here we use the terminologies data symbol
and data stream to mean the same since the latter can be
regarded as a continuous process of symbol transmission.

Moreover, the analysis in this paper is based on a discretetime process where the time index is omitted for simplicity.
(m)
pji ∈ CNT ×1 is the precoding vector that eNBi adopts for
(m)
data xj to transmit to UEj .
The first two terms on the right hand side (RHS) of Eq. (1)
indicate the expected signal for UE1 , whereas the third term
denotes the interference caused by the transmission of shared
(1)
data x2 from two collaborating eNBs to UE2 . The first term
on the RHS of Eq. (2) represents the expected transmission
to UE2 , whereas the second and third terms denote the
(1)
interference caused by the transmission of x1 from eNB1 to
(2)
UE1 and x1 from eNB2 to UE1 , respectively. zj ∈ CNR ×1 is
an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector whose ele2
ments have zero-mean and variance σn2 . E(zj zH
j ) = σn INR ,
where INR is an NR × NR identity matrix. Based on the
(1)
(1)
above description, both eNBs send x2 to UE2 , i.e., x2 is
(1)
shared by two eNBs. As for UE1 , its intended data x1 and
(2)
x1 are precoded and transmitted by two eNBs, respectively,
i.e., one data is transferred from eNB1 to eNB2 . Therefore,
(m)
(1)
E(x1 2 ) = PT /2 (m = 1, 2), E(x2 2 ) = PT /2.
From Eq. (1), one can see that two interfering signals
(1)
carry same data x2 , so that joint precoding can be designed
to achieve IN at UE1 . As for (2), there are two different
(1)
(2)
interferences carrying x1 and x1 , respectively. Hence, IA is
employed to align the interferences in one direction at UE2 .
Then, UE2 can implement ZF to cancel the aligned interference and recover its expected information (see Section III-B
for details). It should be noted that the direction in which
two interferences align at UE2 may be optimized to enhance
transmission performance. Due to limited space, we only
investigate the alignment based on the subspace determined
(1)
(2)
by H21 p11 or H22 p12 .
The precoding vectors designed for eNB should therefore
meet the following conditions:

(1)
(1)
H11 p21 + H12 p22 = 0
(3)
(1)
(2)
H21 p11 = H22 p12
We can then obtain:

(1)
(1)
p22 = −H−1
12 H11 p21
(2)
(1)
p12 = H−1
22 H21 p11

(4)
(2)

The second equation in Eq. (4) is to design p12 such
(2)
(1)
that H22 p12 aligns in the direction determined by H21 p11 .
(1)
(2)
−1
Similarly, we can also design p11 = H21 H22 p12 so as to
(1)
(2)
make H21 p11 align in the subspace determined by H22 p12 .
For a concise analysis, we introduce equivalent matrices G1 =
−1
H−1
22 H21 and G2 = H12 H11 . Then a general form of pre(m)
(1)
m
coder, pj2 = (−1) Gj pj1 where (m, j) ∈ {(1, 2), (2, 1)},
is obtained. Note that when antenna configurations are generalized (see Section IV-A for detail), the inverse of channel
matrix should be replaced by Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse
so as to calculate the precoders.
From the above general expression we can see that in order
(m)
(1)
to calculate pj2 , pj1 should be determined first. Applying
the singular value decomposition (SVD) to Hj1 (j = 1, 2),
(1)
(2)
H
we get Hj1 = Uj1 Dj1 Vj1
where Uj1 = [uj1 uj1 ],
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(1)
λj1 0
(1)
(2)
and Vj1 = [vj1 vj1 ]. The column
Dj1 =
(2)
0 λj1
vectors of Uj1 and Vj1 indicate spatial features, whereas nonzero principal diagonal elements of Dj1 , sorted in descending
order, represent for the amplitude gains of a set of decoupled
parallel subchannels. In order to achieve as high a transmission
(1)
(1)
rate as possible, we adopt pj1 = vj1 , i.e., the principal
(1)
subchannel with the maximum singular value λj1 is selected.
Then, Eqs. (1) and (2) can be rewritten as (5) and (6) below:


(1) (1) (1)

(1) (2)

y1 = λ11 u11 x1 + H12 G1 v11 x1 + z1


(1) (1)
(1)
(1)
y2 = λ21 u21 − H22 G2 v21 x2


(1)
(1)
(2)
+H21 v11 x1 + x1 + z2

(5)

(6)

(1)

Here we should note that although pj1 is a unit vector,
(1)
pj2 is probably not. Moreover, in order to achieve IN, the
two signals should have the same strength and be with opposite
direction; whereas for IA, only identical direction is required.
(2)
As a consequence, p12 should be normalized before using
so that neither power gain nor attenuation is introduced.
(1)
However, p22 cannot be scaled due to the purpose of IN.
In practice, we can adjust the signal with a higher channel gain
to neutralize the one with a lower gain so as to avoid additional
(1)
(1)
power cost. For example, when H11 p21  > H12 p22 ,
(1)
(1)
(1)
a coefficient ζ21 = H12 p22 /H11 p21  will be introduced
(1)
(1)
(1)
so as to achieve ζ21 H11 p21  = H12 p22 .
From Eq. (5) one can see that the interferences caused
(1)
by the transmission of x2 from eNB1 and eNB2 to UE2
are neutralized at UE1 via IN. Eq. (6) indicates that the
(1)
(2)
interferences caused by sending x1 and x1 from two eNBs
to UE1 align in the same direction at UE2 with IA. However,
the interference is not eliminated, as shown in (6). Next,
we elaborate the design of receive filter to cancel the residual
interference and recover the expected information.
B. Design of Receive Filter
In this subsection, ZF is employed to cancel the residual
interference and decode the expected data. Note that no userside collaboration is assumed, so each UE implements postprocessing independently.
(1)
(2)
= [fj fj ]H to denote the filter matrix
Adopt FH
j
(1)
of yj where j = 1, 2. For simplicity, let C1
=
(1) (1)
(1)
(2)
(1)
(2)
λ11 u11 = C1 uC(1) , C1 = H12 G1 v11 = C1 uC(2) ,
(1)

C2

(1)

(1)

1

(1)

(1)

(2)

= λ21 u21 − H22 G2 v21 = C2 uC(1) and C2

(1)
H21 v11

whereas

2

1

=

(2)
(m)
(m)
= C2 uC(2) . The amplitude of Cj is Cj 
2
(m)
(m)
uC(m) = Cj /Cj  indicates the direction
j

(m)

of Cj . These coefficients are substituted into (5) and (6)
and FH
j is adopted as the filter to obtain Eqs. (7) and (8).
(1)

(1)

(2)

(2)

H
H
ȳ1 = FH
1 C1 uC(1) x1 + F1 C1 uC(2) x1 + F1 z1 (7)
1
1


(1)
(1)
(2)
(1)
(2)
H
ȳ2 = FH
2 C2 uC(1) x2 + F2 C2 uC(2) x1 + x1
2

+ FH
2 z2

2

(8)

(2)

Note that C2 is essentially the coefficient of interference
part of the mixed signal received by UE2 . The design of
receive filter should meet the following condition:

(m)
H

αj , m = m
(m)
uC(m ) =
(9)
fj
j
0,
m = m
(m)

where m, m , j = 1, 2 and 1 ≥ αj
filter for UEj is calculated as:
(m)
fj

 > 0. Then, the receive

uC(m) − uH(m ) uC(m) uC(m )
Cj
j
j
j
 , m = m
=


H
u (m) − u (m ) u (m) u (m ) 
 C

C
C
Cj

j

j

(10)

j

Substituting (10) into (7) and (8), we get (11) and (12),
shown at the bottom of this page. According to (11),
(1)
(2)
the desired data x1 and x1 of UE1 can be decoded, respectively, in two mutually orthogonal subspaces. As for (12),
(1)
the expected data x2 of UE2 is recovered in the subspace
orthogonal to the one in which residual interference, indicated
by the second term on the RHS of (12), is located.
C. Achievable Spectral-Efficiency Analysis
By observing the noise parts in (11) and (12), although
co-channel interference is eliminated and the expected data is
decoded in an interference-free subspace, Fj is not a unitary
(1) (2)
matrix, i.e., fj , fj  = 0. As a result, the noise power after
receive filtering becomes:


H
H
H
2
E (FH
= E FH
(13)
j zj )(Fj zj )
j zj zj Fj = σn Aj
where


Aj =

1
(2) H (1)
(fj ) fj

(1)

(2)

(fj )H fj
1


.

(m)

Given E(x1 2 ) = PT /2 where m = 1, 2 and
(1)
E(x2 2 ) = PT /2, The achievable spectral efficiency for
each UE is computed as Eqs. (14) and (15), shown at the
bottom of the next page. The effect of Aj on R1 and R2 has
been studied in [26]. For space limitations we do not discuss
it in this paper.






(1)



0
 (1)  (f1 )H uC(1)
 (2) 
(1)
(2)
1
ȳ1 = C1 
x1 + FH
x1 + C1 
(2)
1 z1
(f1 )H uC(2)
0
1




(1)






0
 (1)  (f2 )H uC(1)
 (2) 
(1)
(1)
(2)
2
x1 + x1 + FH
x2 + C2 
ȳ2 = C2 
(2) H
2 z2
(f2 ) uC(2)
0
2

(11)

(12)
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IV. G ENERALIZATION OF IAN-C O MP
In this section, we extend IAN-CoMP to general cases while
varying antenna configurations at both the transmitter and
receiver sides, the numbers of eNBs participating in CoMP
and simultaneously served UEs. Before delving into details,
we first provide one theorem and three corollaries on IA
and IN.
Theorem 1: Each of the signals generated to achieve interference alignment or neutralization at an unintended receiver
while being decoded at their intended receiver should be
originated from a different transmitter.
(1)
(2)
Proof sketch: Take the transmission of x1 and x1 as an
example, as shown in Fig. 2. If both are sent from eNBi
and aligned in one direction at their unintended receiver
UE2 , where i ∈ {1, · · · , M } is the index of eNB, then
(1)
(2)
H2i p2i = H2i p2i . One can easily see that these two signals
also overlap with each other at their intended receiver UE1 ,
thus becoming indistinguishable. As for IN, if the signal
(1)
(1) (1)
carrying x1 is neutralized at UE2 , then H2i p2i x1 =
(1) (1)
(1)
−H2i p2i x1 , where p2i represents the precoder for a dupli(1) (1)
cate signal to mitigate the original interference H2i p2i x1
at UE2 . Then, the two signals will also be neutralized at any
other UEj where user index j ∈ {1, · · · , L} and j = 2. 
Corollary 1: If κ > 1 interferences are from an identical
transmitter, they should be mapped into a κ-dimensional space
at their unintended receivers so as to be distinguishable at their
intended receiver(s).
Proof sketch: According to Theorem 1, if Corollary 1 is
not satisfied, at least two signal components will overlap with
each other at a UE, thus becoming indistinguishable. Thus,
Corollary 1 follows. 
Corollary 2: The same set of signals cannot be simultaneously aligned with each other at more than one receiver.
(1)
(2)
Proof sketch: Take the transmission of x1 and x1 as
an example. According to Theorem 1, they should be sent
by two eNBs, say eNB1 and eNB2 , separately, so as to be
aligned in one direction at a UE. Without loss of general(1)
(2)
ity, if two signals carrying x1 and x1 are aligned with
(1)
(2)
each other at UE1 and UE2 , then H1i p1i = H1i p1i and
(1)
(2)


H2i p1i = H2i p1i where i, i ∈ {1, 2} and i = i , should be
⎧
⎪
⎨

satisfied simultaneously. Due to the randomness of channel
(1)
(2)
conditions, given p1i (or p1i ), a solution for the other
(2)
(1)
precoder p1i (or p1i ), satisfying both equations, usually does
not exist. 
Similar to Corollary 2, we can derive the following
corollary.
Corollary 3: The same pair of signals cannot be neutralized
at more than one receiver simultaneously.
Proof sketch: The proof is similar to that in Corollary 2. 
In what follows, we extend the proposed IAN-CoMP to
more general cases.
A. Generalized Antenna Configurations
The proposed IAN-CoMP can be extended to the general situation in which the antenna configurations at both transmitter
and receiver sides are variable. Since mobile stations/devices
are subject to severer restrictions such as cost and hardware
than a base station, we assume NT ≥ NR . For clarity, our
discussion is confined to 2-eNB 2-UE system settings.
(1)
(N )
(1)
(N −1)
Let x1 = [x1 · · · x1 R ]T and x2 = [x2 · · · x2 R ]T
denote the desired data of UE1 and UE2 , respectively. Vectors
(1)
(N −1)
x11 = [x1 · · · x1 R ]T and x2 are sent by eNB1 , whereas
(1)
(N −2) (NR ) T
x12 = [x1 · · · x1 R
x1 ] and x2 are sent by eNB2 .
(N −1)
(N )
In other words, UE1 ’s data, except x1 R
and x1 R ,
(NR )
is shared over both eNBs. eNB1 transfers x1
to eNB2
(N −1)
whereas x1 R
is sent by eNB1 exclusively. In addition,
both eNBs transmit x2 to UE2 cooperatively. In the above
(N −1)
(N )
description, x1 R
and x1 R are taken as an example in the
mechanism design. In practice, any two arbitrary data streams,
(m)
(n)
say x1 and x1 (m = n), can be used. Our scheme is
still applicable in such cases. For simplicity, an equal power
(m)
(n)
allocation is adopted, i.e., E(x1 2 ) = E(x2 2 ) =
PT /(2NR −2) where m = 1, · · · , NR and n = 1, · · · , NR −1.
Given the above system configurations, the received mixed
signal at UE1 and UE2 can be expressed as (16) and (17),
shown at the bottom of this page, where Hji ∈ CNR ×NT
(m)
(i, j = 1, 2). p1i ∈ CNT ×1 (m = 1, · · · , NR ) is the
(m)
precoding vector for data x1 that eNBi transmits to UE1 .
(x2 )
NT ×(NR −1)
Pi
∈C
represents the precoding matrix for x2
that eNBi transmits to UE2 . The first three terms on the RHS



H ⎤⎫
⎪
H (m)
H (m)
⎬
F
F
C
C
P
T
1
1
1
1
⎥
⎢
(m)
R1 =
R1 =
log2 det ⎣INR +
⎦
⎪
⎪
2σn2 A1
⎩
⎭
m=1
m=1
⎧
⎡


H ⎤⎫
⎪
⎪
H (1)
H (1)
⎨
⎬
F
F
P
C
C
T
2
2
2
2
⎢
⎥
R2 = log2 det ⎣INR +
⎦
2
⎪
⎪
2σn A2
⎩
⎭
2

(14)

(15)

(16)

NR −2 



(x2 )
(x2 )
(m)
(m)
(m)
(N −1) (N −1)
(N ) (N )
y2 = H21 P1 +H22 P2
x2 +
H21 p11 +H22 p12 x1 +H21 p11 R x1 R +H22 p12 R x1 R +z2

(17)

m=1

(m)

(m)

H11 p11 +H12 p12



⎡



(x )
(x )
H11 P1 2 +H12 P2 2 x2 + z1

y1 =

NR −2 

2

(m)

x1

(N −1) (NR−1)
(N ) (N )
x1
+H12 p12 R x1 R +

+H11 p11 R

m=1
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TABLE II
T HE A CHIEVABLE D O F S OF E ACH UE U NDER VARIOUS D ATA -E XCHANGE C ONDITIONS

of (16) indicate the desired signal for UE1 , whereas the fourth
term denotes the interference caused by the transmission of
shared data x2 from two cooperating eNBs to UE2 . In (17),
the first term on the RHS represents the expected transmission
to UE2 , whereas the next three terms denote the interference
caused by the transmission of x11 from eNB1 to UE1 and
x12 from eNB2 to UE1 , respectively. In (16), two interference
signals carry the same data x2 , and hence joint precoding can
be adopted to achieve IN at UE1 . In (17), IA is employed
to align the interferences in one direction so that the mixed
signal’s dimension is reduced at UE2 . The precoding vectors
designed for eNB should thus meet the following conditions:

(x )
(x )
H11 P1 2 + H12 P2 2 = 0
(m)
(m)
(N −1)
(N ) (18)
H21 p11 + H22 p12 = H21 p11 R
= H22 p12 R
According to Theorem 1, in the second equation of (18),
(N −1)
(N )
(m)
since H21 p11 R
= H22 p12 R holds, the solutions for p11
(m)
(m)
(N −1)
(m)
and p12 w.r.t. H21 p11 = H21 p11 R
and H22 p12 =
(NR )
H22 p12
alone are not available. In order to solve this
(m)
problem, we let both eNBs transmit x1 (m = 1, · · · , NR −2)
(m)
(m)
and align the combined signal H21 p11 +H22 p12 with either
(N −1)
(N )
H21 p11 R
or H22 p12 R , so that all interferences at UE2 are
aligned in one direction. However, according to the second
sub-equation in Eq. (18), to achieve IA in this cooperative
(m)
(m)
way, we can guarantee either p11  = 1 or p12  = 1.
Similarly to the design in previous section, all precoders
can be calculated. Thus, the interferences caused by the
transmission of x2 from two eNBs to UE2 are neutralized
at UE1 , and the interferences caused by the transmission of
x11 and x12 from two eNBs to UE1 are aligned in the same
direction at UE2 . ZF is then adopted to cancel the residual
interference and recover the desired information. Due to space
limitation, we omit design details at the receiver side which
can be found in Section III. The total achievable DoFs of the
given system is thus 2NR − 1 with the extended IAN-CoMP
of which NR data streams are for UE1 and the other NR − 1
streams for UE2 .
The system model for M = 2, L = 2, and NT = NR = 2
can be characterized by a MIMO X channel [27] whose
achievable DoFs have been studied extensively. Researchers
have also proposed various schemes to obtain such DoFs,
in which techniques including zero-forcing, IA [28], successive decoding and dirty paper coding (DPC) [29] are
employed. However, to the best of our knowledge, IN has
not been considered. The achievable DoFs for a MIMO X

channel where each node is equipped with N antennas increase
according to 4N/3 for no shared messages → 3N/2 for
partial information shared from one transmitter to the other
which is feasible for downlink → 2N for full cooperation
between transmitters, i.e., broadcast channels [27]. The proposed IAN-CoMP could achieve as high as 2NR − 1 DoFs
with partial cooperation under NT ≥ NR and 2-eNB 2-UE
system settings, but the overhead w.r.t. data sharing and transferring between two eNBs is high. Fortunately, we can make
a flexible tradeoff between cooperation cost and achievable
system DoFs. Let δ1max , δ2max , n11 , n12 and n2 denote,
respectively, the maximum number of data streams UE1 and
UE2 can receive, the number of streams in x1 exclusively sent
by eNB1 and eNB2 , and the number of data symbols in x2
shared over both eNBs. Table II shows the achievable DoFs
of each UE under various data-exchange conditions.
From cases 1 to 3, one can see that given n11 ≥ 1,
n11 ≥ n12 and all data streams intended for UE2 are shared
over two eNBs, i.e., δ2max = n2 , δ1max can be as large as NR .
This is because that interfering signals cooperatively sent by
two eNBs counteract with each other at UE1 . As for UE2 ,
based on Eq. (18) and Corollary 1, an n11 −dimensional
space is required at UE2 for accommodating n11 interferences
from eNB1 . So, the achievable DoFs of UE2 is δ2max =
NR − n11 . When n12 ≥ 1 and n12 ≥ n11 , as shown by
cases 4 and 5 in Table II, δ1max and δ2max are NR and NR −n12 ,
respectively. The analysis is similar to that of the previous
three cases. In case 6, the impacts of n11 and n12 on δ1max and
δ2max are taken into account. Since the use of IA consumes at
least one DoF at UE2 , we get δ2max = NR −max(1, n11 , n12 ).
Case 7 shows the influence of n2 on δ1max and δ2max . Due to
the application of IA, δ2max = NR − 1. As for UE1 , n2 data
streams in x2 are shared and cooperatively sent by both eNBs
to achieve IN at UE1 . Thus, the remaining δ2max − n2 streams
intended for UE2 will result in the same DoF cost at UE1 ,
yielding δ1max = NR − (δ2max − n2 ). The last row shows
general expressions of δ1max and δ2max . The achievable DoFs
of the system can be easily obtained as δ1max + δ2max .
From the above discussion, we can see that to achieve the
maximum system DoFs, i.e., NR + n2 , a total number of
max(1, n11 , n12 ) − n11 − n12 + 2n2 data streams should be
shared over, or transferred between the two eNBs. Taking the
design in Section III as an example where n11 = n12 = 1
and n2 = NR − 1, with 2NR − 3 data-exchange overhead,
UE1 and UE2 can receive NR and NR −1 independent streams,
respectively.
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B. Generalized Number of eNBs
We now generalize the number of eNBs, denoted by M ,
participating in CoMP. The number of UEs, L, is fixed at 2.
We first present two properties of applying IA and IN in a
multi-eNB multi-UE downlink system as depicted in Fig. 2.
Property 1: When IA is applied once, (say) K signals are
aligned in one direction at one of their unintended receivers.
These interferences can be mitigated at the cost of 1 DoF, but
at each of the other unintended receivers, K DoFs will be
consumed.
Property 2: When IN is applied once, one interference
signal can be mitigated at one of its unintended receivers
without consuming any DoF, but 1 DoF is consumed at each
of the other unintended receivers.
Based on Property 2, for L receivers, one-time use of IN will
consume a total of L − 2 DoFs. Here two users are exempted
from L, one of which is the intended, and the other is the
undesired receiver where IN is implemented.
Using the above two properties, we can define the costeffectiveness ratio of interference management, η, as the total
number of DoFs consumed by IM at all receivers divided by
the number of interference signals that can be mitigated. Then,
we can get:

−1
ηIA = [1 + (L − 2)KIA ] /KIA = L − 2 + KIA
(19)
ηIN = (L − 2)KIN /KIN = L − 2
where KIA and KIN are the numbers of aligned and neutralized signals, respectively.
Note that L should be at least 2 for multi-user CoMP
transmission. When L = 2, K interferences could be mitigated
at the expense of 1 DoF, so ηIA = 1/KIA. As for IN, one
interference could be eliminated at no cost of DoFs, thus
ηIN = 0. Eq. (19) shows that as L grows larger than 2,
both ηIA and ηIN are greater than 1 and increase accordingly,
i.e., more DoFs are consumed for interference mitigation.
In practice, IA and IN can be realized at a single location
— i.e., all signal components are aligned in one direction or
paired and neutralized at a single UE — or at multiple locations — i.e., various subsets of interferences are aligned and
neutralized at multiple UEs. Without loss of generality, we will
first discuss a single-location-based implementation in the following extension of IAN-CoMP, and then present the extension
with a multi-location-based realization in Section IV-D.
Suppose M > 2, L = 2 and NR ≥ M , i.e., UE has
sufficient antennas to decode its information. Similarly to
the processing shown in Fig. 2, IN is implemented at UE1
while IA is achieved at UE2 . The difference between M = 2
(Section III) and M > 2 lies in the fact that when M = 2,
there are only two signal components of x1 which are sent by
eNB1 and eNB2 , respectively; for the other signals intended
to UE1 , they are cooperatively sent by both eNBs so as
to achieve alignment at UE2 . In case of M > 2, at most
M signals could be explicitly sent by the eNBs whereas
for the remainders, cooperative transmissions could be done
2
combinations of eNB-pairs. Since signals intended
by CM
for UE2 , i.e., x2 , are neutralized at UE1 , we have δ1max = NR .
As for UE2 , using IA consumes 1 DoF, hence δ2max = NR −1.

Fig. 3.

IAN-CoMP extension under 3-eNB and 2-UE system settings.

So, when M > 2 eNBs participate in CoMP, we can achieve
a selection diversity gain from multiple eNBs while keeping
the total system DoFs intact. Taking system settings M = 3,
L = 2, NR = 3, and NT ≥ NR as an example, the proposed
IAN-CoMP can be implemented as shown in Fig. 3. The
extension of IAN-CoMP to more general M can be readily
achieved.
In Fig. 3, the subscripts i, i and i indicate the indices of
eNBs, and i = i = i . As can be seen in this instance,
(1)
(2)
(3)
x1 , x1 and x1 are sent by three eNBs, respectively,
(1)
(2)
so that IA is achieved at UE2 . Moreover, x2 and x2
are sent from two arbitrarily selected eNB-pairs, and two
corresponding signal-pairs achieve IN at UE1 separately. As a
result, we support a total of five concurrent streams, three of
which are intended for UE1 and two for UE2 .
C. Generalized Number of UEs
Here we generalize the number of simultaneously
served UEs, L > 2. For simplicity of presentation, the number
of eNBs, M is fixed at 2, and NR ≥ M .
We assume IN is implemented at UE1 , and IA is achieved
at UE2 , i.e., single-location-based implementation is considered. According to Corollaries 2 and 3, signals achieving
IN or IA at one UE cannot establish the same relationship
at the other UEs. Also, based on Eq. (18), signals intended
to UE1 can be explicitly or cooperatively sent by the two
eNBs so as to achieve IA at UE2 . In addition, since more
CCI is introduced as L increases, the achievable DoFs of
a user are dependent on those of the others.
L So, we get
δ1max = NR − (L − 1), δ2max = NR − 1 − l=3 δlmax and

max
(j = 3, . . . , L) where l and j
δjmax = NR − L
l=1,l=j δl
are the indices of UEs. By observing the expression of δjmax
(j ≥ 3) and observing that δjmax ≥ 1 (j = 1, · · · , L), we have:
⎧ L
⎪
⎪
⎪
δlmax = NR
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
l=1
⎪
⎪
⎪
L
⎪
⎪
⎨
δlmax ≤ NR − 2
(20)
l=3
⎪
⎪
L
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
δlmax ≤ NR − 1, j = 3, · · · , L
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
l=1,l=j
⎪
⎪
⎩ max
> 0,
j = 1, · · · , L
δj
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power cost when generating a neutralizing signal compared to
conventional IA [19], whereas for the cooperative realization
of IA, additional power is also consumed.
By noticing that the transmission of one data stream consumes 1 DoF at its intended receiver and the total available
DoFs at the receiver side is LNR . Then Eq. (21) should hold,
KIN [1 + (L − 2)] + [KIA + 1 + (L − 2)KIA ] = LNR
(21)

Fig. 4. Multi-location-based implementation of IAN-CoMP. (a) M ≥ 2,
L = 3, NR = 4. (b) M ≥ 2, L = 3, NR = 5.

From the first equation in (20) we can see that when
L > 2, the achievable system DoFs are NR . Moreover, since
δ1max ≥ 1, we get L ≤ NR . Therefore, at most L = NR users
can be simultaneously supported, each being served by a single
data stream.
Taking the system settings M = 2, L = 3, NR = 4,
and NT ≥ NR as an example, with a single-location-based
implementation, (δ1max , δ2max , δ3max ) can be selected from the
set {(2, 1, 1), (1, 2, 1), (1, 1, 2)} so that 4 independent data
streams can be simultaneously supported. So, there could be
various ways to allocate DoFs to multiple users. In practice,
round-robin [30], weighted fair scheduling [31], and other
channel allocation algorithms can be employed for DoFs
distribution. Due to space limitation, we do not elaborate them
in this paper.
Fig. 4 shows the extension of IAN-CoMP under (δ1max ,
(1)
(2)
δ2max , δ3max ) = (2, 1, 1). As can be seen, x1 and x1 are
(1)
(1)
explicitly sent, whereas x2 and x3 are cooperatively sent
by the two eNBs, so that IA and IN are achieved at UE2
and UE1 , respectively. Given the other (δ1max , δ2max , δ3max )
values, the proposed IAN-CoMP can be implemented similarly
at a single UE.
D. Multi-Location-Based Implementation of IAN-CoMP
As for the multi-location-based case, since interference
subsets for alignment and neutralization as well as the number
of data streams allocated to each user can vary, the realization
of IAN-CoMP becomes more flexible than that of the singlelocation-based case.
We use KIA and KIN to denote the numbers of aligned
and neutralized signals, respectively. For simplicity, we assume
only one IM method, i.e., IA or IN, is realized at a UE in the
following discussion. As can be seen from Eq. (19), given
K signals and L UEs, applying IN can save one more DoF
compared to using IA. Thus, although IA can be realized at
multiple UEs, i.e., dividing KIA signals into multiple disjoint
subsets and applying IA to signals in each subset separately,
due to its higher DoF cost compared to IN, the single-locationbased implementation of IA at only one UE, incurring 1 DoF
cost, is preferable. One should also notice that although IN
has advantage over IA in terms of DoF cost, IN requires
more collaboration between eNBs. Moreover, IN incurs extra

When applying IN to a signal, 1 DoF is used for the desired
transmission to its intended receiver, no DoF is consumed
at the UE where IN is realized, and 1 DoF is occupied by
the interfering signal at each of the remaining L − 2 UEs.
As for IA, KIA signals use KIA DoFs at their desired UE(s),
1 DoF is consumed at the UE where IA is implemented, and
KIA DoFs are occupied by the interferences at each of the
remaining L − 2 UEs.
Since the use of IA takes either 1 or KIA DoFs at any
unintended UE, KIN is limited to NR −1. Then the achievable
system DoF can be calculated according to:
maximize(KIA + KIN )
s.t. KIN ≤ NR − 1
NR L − 1
− KIN
KIA =
L−1

(22)

where · indicates rounding down to the nearest integer.
The expression of KIA can be derived from Eq. (21). When
NR L−1
+L−2
is an integer, KIN = NR − 1 and KIA = NRL−1
L−1
NR L−1
could achieve KIN +KIA = L−1 DoFs, being equal to the
achievable system DoF. In this case, IA should be realized at a
single UE; otherwise, such a system DoF cannot be achieved.
R L−1
is a fractional number, IA could be implemented
When NL−1
at either a single UE or multiple UEs so as to achieve the
R L−1
, which can be realized
maximum system DoFs, i.e., NL−1
+L−2
by adopting KIN = NR − 1 and KIA = NRL−1
. Note
that there are various combinations of KIA and KIN that can
output the maximum system DoFs. The above discussion only
shows an example.
In Fig. 5 we take the system settings M ≥ 2, L = 3,
NR = 4 and M ≥ 2, L = 3, NR = 5 as examples to illustrate
various implementations of multi-location IAN-CoMP. Given
other system settings, the proposed scheme can be similarly
realized. For the clarity of exposition, we do not show the
eNBs and UEs. As shown in Fig. 5(a), the maximum system
R L−1
= 11
DoF is 5. Since NL−1
2 is a fractional, although
IA is realized at two UEs separately in the first subcase,
incurring more DoF cost, the maximum system DoF can still
be achieved. In the second subcase, KIA + KIN = 3 + 2 = 5,
IN is implemented at two UEs whereas IA is realized at
only one UE. Although 1 DoF is left unused at UE2 , neither
IA nor IN can make use of it due to the DoF limitation at
R L−1
= 7 is an integer, thus
the other UEs. In Fig. 5(b), NL−1
multi-location-based implementation of IA cannot achieve the
maximum system DoF. As can be seen in the first subcase of
subfigure (b), only 6 concurrent transmissions are supported,
whereas in the second subcase, IA is realized only at one UE,
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IAN-CoMP extension under 2-eNB and 3-UE system settings.
TABLE III
C OMPARISON OF A CHIEVABLE D O F S W ITH T WO IAN-C O MP I MPLEMENTATIONS

then the maximum system DoF, KIA + KIN = 3 + 4 = 7,
is produced.
We now use Table III to compare the DoF performance of
the two IAN-CoMP implementations under NT ≥ NR , L > 2
and M > 2 as below.
From Table III one can see that multi-location IAN-CoMP
outperforms the single-location-based realization
 in achievable

R −1
> 0 can be
system DoFs. Given L > 2, since NL−1


R L−1
derived from NL−1
> NR , that is, when inequality


NR −1
> 0 holds, the number of achievable DoFs with
L−1
multi-location IAN-CoMP exceeds that with single-location
IAN-CoMP. Since NR and L are always
greater than 1 in

NR −1
practice, as long as NR > L, L−1 > 0 holds, and thus
multi-location IAN-CoMP can provide more DoFs than the
single-location one. When L = 2, according to the assumption
that only one IM method is realized at a UE, multi-location
IAN-CoMP becomes single-location IAN-CoMP. However,
if we discard this restriction, multi-location IAN-CoMP can be
realized by letting NR − 1 data streams of UE2 be neutralized
at UE1 , while UE1 ’s κ (κ = 2, · · · , NR − 1) data streams
be aligned at UE2 and UE1 ’s remaining NR − κ streams be
neutralized at UE2 , respectively. Therefore, 2NR − 1 DoFs
can be achieved; this is identical to that with the singlelocation IAN-CoMP. Based on the above analysis, multilocation IAN-CoMP can subsume single-location IAN-CoMP
as a special case, thus is more general.
E. Generalized Description of the IAN-CoMP
Based on the above discussion, we now give a generalized
description of the proposed IAN-CoMP in this subsection.

Although the following presentation is with respect to
the single-location-based implementation, as for the multilocation-based realization, only the UEs at which IA and IN
are realized are varied while signal processing is similar to
that in the single-location-based scheme.
The eNBs acquire CSI via their UEs’ feedback and intereNB collaboration. The desired data of UEj (j = 1, · · · , L)
(N )
(1)
(2)
is xj = [xj xj · · · xj j ]. We use Nj to denote the
number of desired signals for UEj . N1 ≤ NR , N2 ≤ NR − 1,
L
L
j=3 Nj ≤ NR − 2 and
j=1 Nj = NR should hold.
With the single-location-based implementation, IN and IA are
exclusively implemented at UE1 and UE2 , respectively.
At UE1 , in order to exploit IN to cancel the unintended
signals, we let the transmission of an interfering data stream,
(m)
say xj (j = 1) be carried out by eNBi and eNBi cooper(m)
(m)
atively. So that precoders for xj should satisfy H1i pji +
(m)
H1i pji = 0. Then according to Eqs. (3) and (4) we can
(m)

(m)

(m)

get pji = −H−1
can be obtained by
1i H1i pji , where pji
applying SVD to Hji .
At UE2 , IA is employed to align the signals intended to UE1
in one direction. Two situations are considered as follows,
• When M
≥ N1 , N1 out of M eNBs can be
selected to form a set A, each eNB in the set exclusively sends one desired data stream to UE1 satis(mref )
(m)
fying H2i p1i = H2iref p1iref
where m, mref ∈
{1, · · · , N1 }, eNBi , eNBiref ∈ A and |A| = N1 .
(mref )
H2iref p1iref
represents the referential spatial feature
of a data stream which can be selected arbitrarily from
those intended to UE1 . All the other UE1 ’s desired
signals should be aligned with such a referential direction.
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Then we can get p1i
(mref )
p1iref
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(m

ref
= H−1
2i H2iref p1iref

)

where

can be obtained via the SVD of H1iref .
When M < N1 , only M data streams intended to UE1
can be exclusively sent by the M eNBs whereas for
the remaining N1 − M streams, each of them should
be shared over and cooperatively sent from two eNBs.
(m̃)
(m̃)
(m)
So that equation H2ĩ p1ĩ + H2ĩ p1ĩ = H2i p1i =

•

(m

)

ref
should hold, where m̃ is the index of a
H2iref p1iref
data stream cooperatively sent by eNBĩ and eNBĩ . The
alignment of the signals exclusively sent by an eNB is the
same with that in the M ≥ N1 case. Based on the above
(mref )
(m̃)
analysis, we can have p1ĩ = H−1
[H2iref p1iref
−
2ĩ

(m

(m̃)

ref
H2ĩ p1ĩ ]. Similarly to the previous discussion, p1iref

)

(m̃)

and p1ĩ can be acquired by applying SVD to H1iref
and H1ĩ , respectively.
Note that the above analysis is done under the assumption
of NT = NR . When NT > NR , the inverse of channel matrix
should be replaced by Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse.
As for the design of receive filter at UEj where j ∈
(m)
{1, · · · , L}, in order to decode xj (m ∈ {1, · · · , Nj }), the
(m)
filter vector for the mth data stream to UEj , denoted by fj ,
should satisfy:

(m)

H
αj , j  = j and m = m
(m)
(m )
fj
(23)
ωj  =
0,
j  = j or m = m
(m)

where j  ∈ {1, · · · , L}, m ∈ {1, · · · , Nj  } and |αj


(m )
ωj 

| ∈ (0, 1).

represents the spatial feature of the signal carry-

(m )
xj  .

There are two situations should be taken into
ing
account.
(m )
(m )
• When xj 
is exclusively sent from an eNB, ωj 
=
(m )

(m )

Hji pj  i /Hji pj  i .
•

(m )

When xj 

is sent from two eNBs, say eNBi
(m )

and eNBi , cooperatively, ωj 

(m )
(m )
Hji pj  i )/Hji pj  i +
(m)
To design fj , we first
NR ×(NR −1)

(m )
Hji pj  i .

=

(m )

(Hji pj  i

+

(m)

construct a matrix Πj
∈
C
consisting of the spatial features of all the
(m)
interfering components w.r.t. xj ’s transmission perceived
by UEj . Next, by applying Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization
(m)
 (m) consisting
to Πj , a set of orthonormal basis, say Π
j


(m )
ω̃j 





where j = j or m = m, is obtained. Then,
of
(m)
(m)
we project ωj , the spatial feature of the signal carrying xj ,
(m)

to get an
onto the orthogonal subspace spanned by Π
j
(m)
intermediate vector, denoted by f̂j . Finally, we normalize
(m)
(m)
f̂j to get the filter vector fj . So, the receive filter at UEj ,
(N )
(1) (2)
denoted by Fj = [fj fj · · · fj j ], can be obtained.
F. Analysis of Upper Bound for IAN-CoMP
The number of DoFs of IAN-CoMP is limited by the CoMP
system with certain cooperation capability. In [22], the maximum DoFs of a CoMP channel under various cooperation
conditions has been studied in depth. However, the system
model employed in [22] is uniform whereas our CoMP system

is featured as non-uniform. First, the numbers of transmit and
receive antennas are not necessarily the same in our design,
while they are the same in [22]. Second, with IAN-CoMP
the cooperation level at the transmitter side is non-uniform.
That is, not all messages are shared over, and cooperatively processed by the same number of transmit antennas.
Third, limited and non-uniform cooperation is exploited at the
receiver side, i.e., only joint processing with multiple antennas
of the same UE is considered without inter-UE collaboration.
As a result, we cannot use the transmit and receive cooperation
order, i.e., Mt and Mr , defined in [22] directly to indicate the
cooperation level of our IAN-CoMP. So, in order to utilize the
results provided in [22] to analyze the bound of our scheme,
we need to extend the assessment of cooperation level from
the uniform case to the non-uniform one.
Motivated by the definition of Mt and Mr in [22], we first
define average transmit cooperation order and average receive
cooperation order as M̄t and M̄r , respectively. Note that
the cooperation of transmit and receive antennas is related
to independent data streams (messages) from the transmitter
to the receiver side, and in the non-uniform case, different
messages may have different cooperation levels. We take
2-eNB, 2-UE, and NT = NR = 2 as an example, since
(1)
(2)
x1 and x1 are exclusively sent by eNB1 and eNB2 which
(1)
are equipped with 2 antennas, the cooperation levels of x1
(2)
(1)
and x1 are 2, while as x2 is shared over, and sent by
eNB1 and eNB2 cooperatively, its cooperation level is 4.
Moreover, since there exist two types of transmit cooperation,
i.e., cooperation of NT antennas equipped with a single eNB
and 2NT antennas of two cooperative eNBs, we use “I” and
“II” to indicate these two cooperation modes/levels. As interUE cooperation is assumed unavailable in our work, only one
receive cooperation mode, i.e., cooperation of NR antennas
of a single UE exists. We call a set of cooperative antennas
for a message’s transmission/reception a cooperation antenna
group (CAG) at the transmitter/receiver side. If a message is
jointly processed by a CAG, we say that this CAG is used
once; otherwise, if m > 1 data streams are cooperatively
processed by an identical CAG, the number of times this CAG
is used is counted to be m. Thus, the expression of M̄t is
given as:
M̄t =

1
KAnt.,t KData

M
M
mM
t KCAG,t Mt

(24)

M∈{I,II}

where KAnt.,t and KData represent the numbers of transmit
antennas and independent data streams with the IAN-CoMP
scheme. Superscript M ∈ {I, II} denotes the index of
M
are the number of messages
cooperation mode. mM
t and Mt
and cooperation level of message(s) with cooperation mode
M
M at the transmitter side. KCAG,t
is the number of times
that CAG(s) with mode M is used at the transmitter side.
Similarly, M̄r is defined as:
M̄r =

I
mIr KCAG,r
MrI
KAnt.,r KData

(25)

where KAnt.,r denotes the number of antennas at the
receiver side. Since there is only one cooperation type at the
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TABLE IV
C OOPERATION PARAMETERS U NDER VARIOUS S YSTEM S ETTINGS

receiver side, we use the fixed superscript I for simplicity.
mIr and MrI are the number of messages and cooperation order
I
of message(s) jointly processed at the receiver side. KCAG,r
is
the number of times that CAG(s) is utilized at the receiver side.
Since the results in [22] are obtained under the condition
that both transmitter and receiver sides are equipped with the
same number of antennas, we will then study the application
of such results in our non-uniform CoMP model such that
M NT = LNR = N , i.e., the numbers of transmit and receive
antennas are identical while the transmit/receive cooperation
is non-uniform.
In the uniform case [22], all messages have the same
cooperation level at either transmitter or receiver side, denoted
as Mt and Mr , respectively, so Eqs. (24) and (25) become
M̄t =

mt KCAG,t Mt
KAnt.,t KData

(26)

M̄r =

mr KCAG,r Mr
.
KAnt.,r KData

(27)

and

Since KAnt.,t = KAnt.,r = KCAG,t = KCAG,r = N [22]
and mt = mr = KData , we can get M̄t = Mt and M̄r = Mr .
That is, the definition of average cooperation order subsumes
the cooperation order defined in [22] as a special case.
Now, let us use Table IV to illustrate the above-mentioned
parameters under various system settings, based on which
M̄t , M̄r , and the bound of a CoMP system [22] with cooperation level M̄t and M̄r are calculated.
Note that all the system settings in Table IV satisfy M NT =
LNR = N , i.e., the numbers of antennas at the transmitter
and receiver sides are the same. Since each message is jointly
decoded at a UE, yielding cooperation of NR antennas which
I
form a CAG, so that KCAG,r
equals mIr which is identical
to KData , and hence for simplicity, we do not explicitly
I
and mIr in Table IV. Provided with L = 2,
list KCAG,r
the number of achievable DoFs of IAN-CoMP is 2NR − 1
(see Section IV-A). While given L ≥ 3, since multi-locationbased implementation of IAN-CoMP could achieve more DoFs
than the single-location IAN-CoMP, only the multi-location
IAN-CoMP is included in the table. In the last row of Table IV,
we present the general expressions of M̄t and M̄r under
L ≥ 3. As rows 3–8 of Table IV show, the DoFs obtained
with IAN-CoMP (the 2nd column to the right) is no greater

than the bound provided in [22] (the 1st column to the right)
given the same system settings.
By substituting related parameters into Eqs. (24) and (25),
we can have the general expressions of M̄t and M̄r under
L ≥ 3 as:
M̄t
= NT



1
N




N −1
3
2 2
− + +
L−1
L N N

N
−1
L

!2 

N −1
L−1

−1"
(28)

and
M̄r =



1 N −1
.
L L−1

(29)

According to the Theorems 2 and 3 in [22], given M̄t +
M̄r ≤ N (i.e., the total cooperation order is no greater
than N ) or M̄t + M̄r ≥ N + 1 (this should be modified to
M̄t +M̄r > N since M̄t and M̄r are always non-integers in our
discussion),
# $the outer bound of a%&CoMP channel is limited by
B ∗ = 12 N + M̄t + M̄r − 2 or equal to N , respectively.
By substituting N , M̄t and M̄r where M̄t + M̄r ≤ N ,
into B ∗ , we can have the outer bound of a CoMP system
with average cooperation level M̄t and M̄r (given by the first
sub-equation of Eq. (30)). Then, we can get

B ∗ , M̄t + M̄r ≤ N
(30)
B=
N,
M̄t + M̄r > N
'


$N
%2
1
N −1
3
− L1 + N1 + 2N
−1
where B ∗ = NT 2N
L−1
L

−1 (


N −1
1
N −1
N −2
+
L−1
2L L−1 + 2 .


−1
= 2NR − 1 holds,
As can be seen, given L = 2, N
L−1


−1
to indicate the DoFs achieved by
so that we can use N
L−1
IAN-CoMP under L ≥ 2. In what follows, we will prove
the number
of IAN-CoMP
is upper bounded by B.


 of DoFs
N −1
N −1
i.e., B ≥ L−1 . Since L−1 is strictly less than N under


−1
L ≥ 2, B ≥ N
under M̄t + M̄r > N is proved. Then,
L−1


−1
M̄r >
we can verify B ∗ ≥ N
L−1 under L ≥ 2 when M̄t +


−1
N (see Appendix). Therefore, given L ≥ 2, B ≥ N
L−1
follows.
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Fig. 6.

G under M NT = LNR = N , NT ≥ NR and L ≥ 2.
TABLE V
T HE C OMPLEXITY OF M AIN O PERATIONS

We also verify B ∗ ≥



N −1
L−1



by employing MATLAB


−1
simulation. Fig. 6 plots G = B − N
L−1 , under M NT =
LNR = N , NT ≥ NR and L ≥ 2. The number of UEs,
L, ranges from 2 to 15. NR various from 2 to 10. 

−1
As the figure shows, the bound B ∗ is no less than N
L−1
achieved by the IAN-CoMP proposed in our work. Although
only limited number of values of L and NR are considered
in Fig. 6, given other values of L and NR , G ≥ 0 still
holds. In practical CoMP system, however, the numbers of
cooperative base stations (BSs) and mobile stations (MSs)
served by multiple BSs are limited. The simulation results
given in Fig. 6 cover possible situations in practical use.
∗

V. A NALYSIS OF C OMPUTATIONAL C OMPLEXITY
We now analyze the computational complexity of the proposed approach. The complexity is quantified in number of
real floating point operations (FLOPs) [32]. A real addition,
multiplication, or division is counted as one FLOP. A complex
addition and multiplication have two FLOPs and six FLOPs,
respectively. For clarity of exposition, we start our analysis
from 2-eNB 2-UE system settings with variable NT and NR .
Without specification, all the following operations are in
regard to complex domain calculations. The complexity of
main operations related to the proposed IAN-CoMP is given
in Table V, where A1 ∈ Cm×n , A2 ∈ Cn×p and A3 ∈ Cm×m .
SVD(A1 ) and Normalization(A1 ) indicate applying SVD
to and computing the normalization of A1 , respectively.
Gram-Schmidt(A1 ) denotes employing Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization to matrix A1 so as to obtain its orthonormal
basis. The symbol ∼ represents for asymptotic value as
m, n → ∞ (leading term). In what follows, the computational
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complexity at transmitter and receiver sides will be detailed,
respectively.
Without loss of generality, we adopt mref = NR − 1,
(x )
(x )
then based on Eq. (18) we can get P2 2 = −H†12 H11 P1 2 ,
(NR )
(NR −1)
(m)
(NR −1)
†
†
p12 = −H22 H21 p11
and p12 = H22 [H21 p11
−
(m)
H21 p11 ], where m ∈ {1, · · · , NR − 2}. To calculate the
above precoders, we first need to apply SVD to H11 and H21 ,
which takes 2(24NR2 NT + 48NT2 NR + 54NT3 ) FLOPs in
total. As for a matrix H ∈ CNR ×NT , when NT > NR ,
according to the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse calculation
H† = HH (HHH )−1 , two matrix multiplications and one
matrix inversion are needed, so the FLOP count is 16NR2 NT +
(x )
8NR3 −6NR2 −2NR NT +2NR . To obtain P2 2 , a multiplication
of an NR × NT matrix and an NT × (NR − 1) matrix,
a multiplication of an NT × NR matrix and an NR × (NR − 1)
matrix, and H†12 are required. Then, the FLOP count of
(x )
P2 2 is computed as 32NR2 NT + 8NR3 − 8NR2 − 20NR NT +
(N )
4NR + 2NT . Similarly, to get p12 R , a multiplication of an
NR × NT matrix and an NT × 1 vector, a multiplication of an
NT ×NR matrix and an NR ×1 vector, and the pseudo-inverse
(N )
of H22 are needed. Moreover, p12 R should be normalized
(N )
before use. Thus, the FLOP count of computing p12 R is
2
3
2
16NR NT + 8NR + 14NR NT − 6NR + 8NT . As for the
(m)
(N −1)
calculation of p12 , since H†22 and H21 p11 R
have been
(NR )
(m)
obtained when calculating p12 , and H21 p11 is of the same
(N −1)
complexity with H21 p11 R , one addition of two NR × 1
vectors, one multiplication of an NT × NR matrix and an
NR × 1 vector are needed. So, the FLOP count of computing
(m)
p12 is 16NR NT − 2NT . Since m ∈ {1, . . . , NR − 2},
there are NR − 2 precoders, incurring the total complexity is
16NR2 NT − 34NR NT + 4NT . As a result, the FLOP count of
transmitter side processing is 108NT3 + 16NR3 + 112NR2 NT +
96NR NT2 − 14NR2 − 40NR NT + 4NR + 14NT ∼ 108NT3 +
16NR3 + 112NR2 NT + 96NR NT2 .
At the receiver side, according to Eq. (16), to decode the
desired signal components at UE1 , we need to acquire the
spatial feature of each signal received by UE1 . As indicated by
the first term on the RHS of Eq. (16), to get the spatial feature
(m)
of x1 (m ∈ {1, · · · , NR − 2}) cooperatively sent by the
two eNBs, two multiplications of an NR × NT matrix and an
NT ×1 vector and addition of two NR ×1 vectors are required,
taking 16NR NT − 2NR FLOPs. According to the second and
(N −1)
(N )
and x1 R are
third terms on the RHS of Eq. (16), x1 R
sent by an eNB exclusively, and hence calculating each of
their spatial features needs one multiplication of an NR ×
NT matrix and an NT × 1 vector, which takes 8NR NT −
2NR FLOPs. Since the number of signals cooperatively sent
by two eNBs and exclusively sent by an eNB are NR − 2
and 2, respectively, the total FLOP count is 16NR2 NT −2NR2 −
16NR NT ∼ 16NR2 NT .
Similarly, to decode the desired signals at UE2 , spatial
features of the received signal components at UE2 are needed.
According to the expression of the first term on the RHS
of Eq. (17), x2 , consisting of NR − 1 elements, is sent
by both eNBs cooperatively. To compute the spatial feature
(m)
of each x2 in x2 , 16NR NT − 2NR FLOPs are required.
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So, its calculation NR − 1 times takes 16NR2 NT − 2NR2 −
16NR NT + 2NR FLOPs. As for the second to fourth terms
on the RHS of Eq. (17), they are aligned in the same direction,
thus only one spatial feature needs to be calculated. Without
(N −1)
loss of generality, we take x1 R ’s feature as an example,
which requires 8NR NT − 2NR FLOPs. So, the total FLOP
count for computing the spatial features of all signal components at UE2 is 16NR2 NT − 2NR2 − 8NR NT ∼ 16NR2 NT .
(m)
(m)
To calculate the filter vector fj
for xj at UEj where
j ∈ {1, · · · , L}, we first apply Gram-Schmidt orthogonal(m)
ization to Πj
∈ CNR ×(NR −1) so as to obtain its ortho(m)

normal basis Π
, taking 2NR (NR − 1)2 FLOPs. Next,
j
(m)
(m)
we project ωj , the spatial feature of signal carrying xj ,
(m)

onto the orthogonal subspace spanned by Π
j , consisting
(m )

of ω̃j 
(j  ∈ {1, · · · , L}, m ∈ {1, · · · , Nj  }, j  = j or
(m)
(m)
m = m), to get an intermediate vector f̂j
= ωj −
 
(m ) T (m) (m )
) ωj ω̃j  , which requires NR − 1 mulj
m (ω̃j 
tiplications of a 1 × NR vector and an NR × 1 vector,
NR − 1 multiplications of a complex number and an NR × 1
vector, and NR − 1 additions of two NR × 1 vectors, taking
(m)
16NR2 − 18NR + 2 FLOPs in total. By normalizing f̂j ,
(m)
which requires 10NR FLOPs, we then obtain fj . As a result,
(N )
(1) (2)
to get the receive filter at UEj , Fj = [fj fj · · · fj j ],
3
2
3
2NR Nj + 12NR Nj − 6NR Nj + 2Nj ∼ 2NR Nj FLOPs are
required. The mixed signal perceived by UEj is then left
Nj ×NR
multiplied by the receive filter FH
, which takes
j ∈ C
NR Nj multiplications and (NR − 1)Nj additions. The FLOP
count is 8NR Nj − 2Nj ∼ 8NR Nj .
Based on the above analysis, the FLOP count of processing
at one UEj is ∼ 16NR2 NT + 2NR3 Nj + 8NR Nj .
The above analysis is under the assumption of NT > NR .
When NT = NR , the pseudo-inverse of a matrix should be
replaced by its inverse. The Gauss-Jordan elimination can be
employed to compute the inverse of an NR ×NR matrix, which
takes 6NR3 + 2NR (NR − 1)2 FLOPs. As for the remaining
computations, they are the same with those in the NT >
NR situation. So, the FLOP count of the transmitter side
processing becomes 108NT3 +16NR3 +80NR2 NT +96NR NT2 −
10NR2 − 36NR NT + 4NR + 14NT ∼ 108NT3 + 16NR3 +
80NR2 NT + 96NR NT2 , whereas the complexity at a UEj
remains unchanged.
VI. E VALUATION

We now evaluate the performance of IAN-CoMP using
MATLAB simulation. Due to the diverse implementations
of multi-location IAN-CoMP, for simplicity, we only simulate it in Fig. 9 so as to compare with the single-location
IAN-CoMP. Without specification, we use IAN-CoMP to
denote single-location IAN-CoMP in the following discussion.
Fig. 7 compares the proposed scheme with five other algorithms, including ZFBF-CoMP, point-to-point (p2p) MIMO,
MIMO broadcast channel (BC) employing DPC and ZF-based
precoding respectively, IA-CoMP [10], and Non-CoMP under
2-eNB 2-UE and NT = NR = 2 system settings. For
a fair comparison, we set the total system transmit power
to 2PT , the numbers of antennas at both the transmitter

Fig. 7. Spectral efficiency comparison of IAN-CoMP with different mechanisms under NT = NR = 2, M = 2, and L = 2.

and receiver sides to 4. Specifically, for the implementation
of IN, we adjust the signal with a higher channel gain to
neutralize the one with a lower gain so as to avoid additional
power cost, hence assuring the applicability of IN. In addition,
in our simulation, we fix the sum of squares of every two
IN precoders’ Euclidean norm to 2. As for the cooperative
realization of IA, as the discussion below Eq. (18), the square
of Euclid norm of each precoder for IA is determined under
the constraint of total transmit power 2PT minus the IN’s
power consumption. We use the general form [M L Δ] to
denote the parameter settings for different mechanisms, where
M is the number of BSs, L is the number of mobile users,
and Δ is the total number of data streams that can be served
simultaneously for the users. For IAN-CoMP, ZFBF-CoMP,
IA-CoMP and Non-CoMP, the transmit power of each eNB
is PT , each UE is equipped with NR = 2 antennas, whereas
for p2pMIMO and MIMO BC, there is only one BS, and
hence its transmit power is 2PT . Moreover, for p2pMIMO,
only one 4-antenna user is involved, while in MIMO BC there
are two 2-antenna users. Note that with generalized parameter
settings, not all the above-mentioned schemes are applicable.
However, the trend of SE performance with various methods
is consistent with that given in Fig. 7. The details can be seen
in Figs. 8 and 9.
With p2pMIMO, the precoder and the receive filter are
designed based on SVD, with which four orthogonal data
streams can be transmitted simultaneously by exploiting spatial multiplexing. This can be regarded equivalent to the case
where both eNB and UE sides ideally cooperate. As for
MIMO BC, two pre-processing strategies, including DPC and
ZF-based precdoing are considered with which CCI can be
eliminated and four concurrent data streams are supported.
For MIMO BC-DPC, we employ an affine approximation for
the sum rate given in [34] as follows:
RDP C (H, PT ) ∼
= LNR log2 PT − LNR log2 LNR
+ log2 |HH H|

(31)

where ∼
= refers to equivalence in the limit, i.e., the difference
between both sides converges to zero as PT → ∞. RDP C is
the achievable rate region under the constraints of transmit
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Fig. 8. Spectral efficiency comparison of IAN-CoMP with different mechanisms under NT = NR = 2, M = 4, and L = 2.

Fig. 9. Spectral efficiency comparison of IAN-CoMP with different mechanisms under NT = NR = 4, M = 2, and L = 4.

power PT and matrix H. H is the concatenation of the user
H
H
channel Hl (l = 1, 2, · · · , L) and HH = [HH
1 H2 · · · HL ] ∈
NT ×LNR
C
. L, NT and NR represent for the numbers of
users and antennas equipped at the transmitter and each user,
respectively. As for MIMO BC-ZF, ZF-based precoding is
adopted by the BS, and each user implements post-processing
independently. With ZFBF-CoMP, complete data information
and CSI are shared by eNBs, the pseudo-inverse of the matrix
consisting of channels of all scheduled users is adopted as
the precoder, and then four data transmissions are available.
Essentially, ZFBF-CoMP is the interfering transmitter side
implementation. With IA-CoMP, each transmitter can send one
data stream to its receiver under the system settings. Receiver
nodes decode data successively. The node which recovers
its data first will forward the information to the subsequent
receivers. However, the receiver side cooperation is required,
which is difficult to get in the downlink. For non-CoMP,
the SVD-based precoder is employed, the receive filter is
designed at each user separately for interference cancellation.
Since neither the BS side nor the user side has cooperation
capability, each BS serves one user with one data stream,
so two streams are supported simultaneously.
As shown in Fig. 7, p2pMIMO achieves the maximum SE,
since it is equivalent to the case where both BS and user sides
cooperate ideally [22]. MIMO BC is similar to IAN-CoMP
in that both schemes are realized based on transmitter-side
collaboration and without receiver-side cooperation. Their
difference lies in the fact that the degree of the transmitterside cooperation of the former is higher than that of the later.
Hence, sum rate capacity of MIMO BC is a more accurate
upper bound for IAN-CoMP compared to p2pMIMO. Moreover, since ZF-based precoding is a linear processing of low
complexity but sub-optimal transmission performance, MIMO
BC-ZF incurs an absolute rate offset compared to DPC which
achieves the sum rate capacity of MIMO BC [34]. Non-CoMP
performs poorly. IA-CoMP outperforms Non-CoMP with
approximately 1 bit·s−1 ·Hz−1 since it exploits both coordinate
transmission and receiver side cooperation. MIMO BC-ZF and
ZFBF-CoMP are slightly inferior to non-CoMP in a low SNR

region. Since SE is dominated by noise when SNR is low,
the influence of CCI is lower than noise power. As a result,
signal processing for interference elimination and suppression
cannot make an obvious enhancement on the system SE, but
on the contrary, effective power loss of the desired signal
due to above-mentioned processing deteriorates the SE in the
end. As SNR increases, interference gradually becomes the
dominant factor limiting SE. Hence, SE of MIMO BC-ZF and
ZFBF-CoMP improves significantly over that of non-CoMP,
and approaches the proposed IAN-CoMP as SNR grows.
With IAN-CoMP, interference cancellation and suppression
is implemented while the strength of expected signals is
maintained. Consequently, IAN-CoMP outperforms MIMO
BC-ZF, ZFBF-CoMP and non-CoMP. SE of both UEs with
IAN-CoMP is also plotted in Fig. 7. One can see that UE1
achieves better transmission than UE2 since the former is
served by two data streams whereas only one is available to
the latter.
Fig. 8 plots the SE performance of various schemes under
NT = NR = 2, M = 4, and L = 2. For a fair comparison,
we set the total system transmit power, the numbers of antennas at the transmitter and the receiver side to 2PT , 8, and 4,
respectively. As shown in the figure, due to the increase of
antennas at the transmitter side, SE of all schemes is improved
compared to the results given in Fig. 7. SE of MIMO BC-DPC
is close to that of the p2pMIMO. For p2pMIMO, MIMO
BC and ZFBF-CoMP, all transmit antennas are employed for
data sending, i.e., transmit diversity gain is exploited. With
IAN-CoMP, each data stream is sent either exclusively by
one or collaboratively by two eNBs, whereas for Non-CoMP
and IA-CoMP, L out of M eNBs are selected to serve
L UEs, i.e., with these methods only a selection diversity
gain from multiple eNBs is achieved. As a result, MIMO BC
and ZFBF-CoMP outperform IAN-CoMP in SE, and all the
three schemes outperform IA-CoMP. Non-CoMP yields the
worst SE.
Fig. 9 shows the SE performance of various schemes under
NT = NR = 4, 2 eNBs and 4 UEs. Both single-location
and multi-location IAN-CoMP are investigated. The total
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Fig. 10. Spectral efficiency of IAN-CoMP under M = 2, L = 2, different
NT and NR .

system transmit power is 2PT . The number of antennas at
the transmitter and the receiver side are 8 and 16, respectively.
Note that the application of Eq. (31) requires NT ≥ LNR [34],
i.e., the aggregate number of receive antennas is no larger than
the number of transmit antennas. However, with the above
system settings, NT ≥ LNR doesn’t hold, thus in Fig. 9 only
MIMO BC-ZF is simulated. Since ZFBF-CoMP requires that
the composite channel matrix, consisting of the matrices from
all eNB to all UEs, is full row rank, however, under the above
system settings, such a requirement cannot be met, incurring
unavailability of ZFBF-CoMP. As for IA-CoMP, L eNBs are
selected from M candidates, each of them is then used to
serve one UE, thus M ≥ L should be satisfied. However,
in the simulation of Fig. 9, we set M < L, thus IA-CoMP is
not applicable. As can be seen in the figure, with an increase
of NT , NR , and L, system SE of all the schemes under
study is improved. SE with MIMO BC is inferior to that
with single-location IAN-CoMP from low to medium SNR,
however, when SNR grows larger than 18dB, MIMO BC
excels the single-location IAN-CoMP. This is because with
MIMO BC, the maximum number of data streams that the
system can simultaneously support is min(NT , LNR ), larger
than that with single-location IAN-CoMP, however, in order
to eliminate CCI, precoding for each stream causes loss
of transmission gain, thus, when SNR ranges from low to
medium, it is better to employ the DoFs with high transmission gain for data delivery, resulting in high SE of singlelocation IAN-CoMP compared to MIMO BC, when SNR is
large enough, data transmission utilizing all DoFs becomes
more efficient, rendering MIMO BC exceeds the proposed
single-location IAN-CoMP in SE. As can be seen from the
figure, SE of multi-location IAN-CoMP excels that of the
single-location one.
Fig. 10 plots the spectral efficiency with proposed
IAN-CoMP under different antenna configurations. Let the
general form [NT NR Δ] denote the parameter settings.
As shown in the figure, given NT ≥ NR , the achievable SE
grows as the number of antennas increases. Provided with
fixed NT (NR ), SE grows as NR (NT ) increases. Besides,
compared to NT , increasing NR yields more significant
improvements on SE.

Fig. 11. Spectral efficiency of IAN-CoMP under NT = NR = 2, L = 2,
and different M s.

Fig. 12. Spectral efficiency of IAN-CoMP under NT = NR = 5, M = 2,
and different Ls.

Fig. 11 plots the spectral efficiency of IAN-CoMP under
NT = NR = 2, L = 2, and different M s. SEs of both UEs are
also illustrated there. Since Δ is irrelevant to M , we simply
assign UE1 with two data streams whereas UE2 with one.
As shown in the figure, both the system’s SE and individual
UE’s grows with an increase of M , because more selection
diversity gain is obtained as the number of eNBs participating
in CoMP increases, which is consistent with our theoretical
analysis.
Fig. 12 shows the SE performance of the proposed
mechanism under different Ls. Based on the analysis in
Section IV-C, the number of simultaneously supported users is
limited by NR , however, due to space limitation and hardware
cost, mobile terminals cannot be equipped with a large number
of antennas. In order to explicitly illustrate the impact of L
on SE, we set NT = NR = 5 and M = 2. A general expresmax
sion [δ1max · · · δL
] is employed to indicate the allocation of
data streams to L users. Note that neutralization of all the UEs’
data transmission except for UE1 ’s is implemented at UE1 ,
whereas for signals carrying UE1 ’s information IA is achieved
at UE2 . Since severer CCI is introduced as L grows larger
than 2, 2-UE case achieves the highest DoFs, thus outputting
the best SE. Given L > 2 and the same system DoFs,
SE improves with an increase of L since it benefits from
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multiple simultaneously-served users. Particularly, when SNR
is low, such benefits may outweigh the performance loss due
to severer CCI. So, the SE of 4-UE and 5-UE cases slightly
outperforms that with 2-UE under small SNR. Note that IN
yields less effective signal power loss than IA, resulting in
higher SE, e.g., for the three 3-UE cases, the [1 3 1] DoF
allocation excels the [2 2 1], and the [2 2 1] outperforms the
[3 1 1] case in SE, since 4 data transmissions achieve IN for
the former case whereas only 3 and 2 for the latter two cases.
To summarize, given L > 2 and the same NR , more users
yields larger system SE; while provided with fixed NR and L,
the more signals participating in IN, the higher system SE
results.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, a new CoMP mechanism based on IAN is
proposed. By exploiting the BS-side cooperation, transmit
precoding and receive filtering are designed jointly. On one
hand, IN is used to align two interfering signals carrying the
same data in opposite directions in a subspace such that they
can be canceled out. On the other hand, IA is applied to
align interference signals carrying different information in the
same direction in one subspace so as to reduce the dimension
of received signal. Based on the cooperative preprocessing
at eNBs, ZF is employed at the receiver side to cancel the
residual interference and recover the desired information. This
scheme is designed first under a specific system configuration,
and then extended to more general cases. The proposed
IAN-CoMP could achieve effective interference cancellation
and suppression by exploiting limited cooperation, hence
improving spectral efficiency for cell-edge users significantly.
The number of DoFs of the proposed IAN-CoMP is limited
by the CoMP system. By defining average cooperation order
for the non-uniform CoMP channel which can subsume the
cooperation order defined in [22] as a special case. We have
shown that the number of DoFs of IAN-CoMP is limited
by the bound provided in [22] given the same number of
antennas at both the transmitter and receiver sides. The study
of the maximum DoFs of a non-uniform CoMP system with
various numbers of transmit and receive antennas can further
generalize the study of [22], and hence is of significance.
However, this requires significantly more work and beyond
the scope of this paper, and we leave it as our future work.
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Obviously, inequality (40) holds as long as NR ≥ 5.
Moreover, by substituting NR ∈ {2, 3, 4} into (37) and
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